
Leading analyst firm recognizes N2N’s Illuminate
Platform for rapid API creation and API
management capabilities
DULUTH, GEORGIA, USA, March 30, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- N2N’s Illuminate Platform has
been recognized by leading analyst firm Ovum for SaaS integration and rapid API creation and
management.  According to Ovum, “Integration is the lifeblood of digital economy and APIs are
flexible interfaces to digital business services. N2N has developed its Illuminate platform from the

Ovum highlights the
integration challenges SME’s
are experiencing in the
market today and the need for
simplified API management”
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ground up as a cloud-based application and data integration
platform offering rapid API creation and API management
capabilities.”

N2N was featured in Ovum's latest "On the Radar," a series of
research notes about vendors bringing innovative ideas,
products and business models to the market. “On the Radar”
vendors bear watching for their potential impact on markets.

Ovum recommends the Illuminate Platform to small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and “institutions looking for

a cloud-based integration platform for application and data integration, and legacy modernization.” 

"N2N Illuminate offers a simple, API-led integration approach for a range of use cases, particularly for
the higher education vertical and a good "price-performance" proposition for SaaS integration and
rapid API creation and API management for SMEs", said Saurabh Sharma, Principal Analyst at
Ovum.

"Ovum highlights the integration challenges SME’s are experiencing in the market today and the need
for simplified API management,” said Kiran Kodithala, CEO and Founder of N2N. "The report also
recognizes the current trajectory of N2N as a company along with our product roadmap and validates
the strategic growth we are hoping to achieve over the next two to three years."

The complete report “On the Radar: N2N Illuminate simplifies API creation, integration, and
management for SMEs” is available here: https://illuminateapp.com/web/n2n-recognized-by-ovum/

About N2N Services
N2N Services Inc. is a leader in enterprise application and data integration. N2N’s Illuminate platform
is a cloud based SaaS platform providing standards- based, turnkey integration enabling
organizations to plug-in new SaaS applications in a matter of minutes to meet strategic institution
goals. Our API integration platform is used by more than 150 institutions to enable colleges and
universities to meet strategic integration objectives. N2N Services Inc. is based in Atlanta, GA. Learn
more about N2N Services Inc. and the Illuminate platform by visiting our website at
http://www.illuminateapp.com/
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Ovum is a leading global technology research and advisory firm. Through its 180 analysts worldwide
it offers expert analysis and strategic insight across the IT, telecoms, and media industries. Founded
in 1985, Ovum has one of the most experienced analyst teams in the industry and is a respected
source of guidance for technology business leaders, CIOs, vendors, service providers, and regulators
looking for comprehensive, accurate and insightful market data, research and consulting.
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